Rainbow

layered
skirt
No pattern, no fuss and cheap
to make, little girls will love
this pretty skirt
Project: Angelina Fracchiolla

Make in any layers of
colours or prints you like
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Rainbow layered skirt

JoJo & Eloise
The project’s
designer,
Angelina
Fracchiolla
is the brains
behind the
brilliant blog
www.jojoand
eloise.com

Despite having never taken a sewing
class, in just a few years Angelina
Fraccohiolla has designed and made
an entire
wardrobe
of outfits
for her six
children and
developed
a hugely
successful
US craft and
cookery blog,
JoJo & Eloise.
“I’ve just
learned over
the years by
trial and error,” she says, “and, believe
me, a lot more error than anything else.
I’m still learning.”
JoJo & Eloise is a gorgeous collection
of recipes, craft, sewing and upcycling
tutorials, with projects including a
waistcoat and corduroy trousers for
boys and a collection of girlswear that
produces amazing results from simple
materials and techniques. And even if
you don’t have kids, her projects are
well worth a browse.
“For lots of these clothes, I used
the same technique and pattern on a
skirt I made for myself,” says Angelina,
“They’re not just for kids!”
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SKILL LEVEL: O
MATERIALS:
O 8 x 12.5cm wide
strips of cotton in 4
contrasting colours
O 2 x 10 cm wide
strips of fabric (the
combined length
should match the
size of your child’s
waist OR a length
of wide elastic
O ruffle foot (optional)
O iron
O safety pin

INSTRUCTIONS:
The skirt is made up of equal
strips of fabric that combine
to make the length. So for a
50cm length skirt, for example,
2 x 12.5cm wide strips are cut
from of each of the four pieces
of coloured fabric.
1 2 3 Take two strips of
different coloured fabric and
place right sides (RS) together.
Stitch along the top. Finish each
edge with a serged or zigzag
stitch as you go, or when you
have attached all the strips of
fabric together. Continue with
each colour, making sure you
are placing the colours according
to your preference from top to
bottom. If any of your fabrics

are different lengths, trim off
and make your ends even.
Repeat with your other strips,
so you are left with two panels
that will form the front and back
of your skirt.
4 Take the RS of your skirt
panels and place them together.
Stitch up both sides and hem
the bottom of your skirt.
5 Take the top edge of your
skirt and gather it. For best
results, use a ruffle foot for
this (you can get one at most
sewing shops) or use the
longest stitch length on your
machine and leave a long thread
tail. Pull on the bobbin thread
and gather as you go.
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Rainbow layered skirt
If you’re adding a bow sash to
the skirt, take the two pieces of
additional fabric cut 10cm wide
and long enough, combined, to
match the size waist your are
making this for. Finish the top
edges and then press over 2.5cm.
Pin your waistband right sides
together to the top of your skirt.
6 7 8 9 Cut 2 x 15cm wide
strips on the fold of the fabric.
Fold in half and stitch up the
sides, leaving the ends open for
turning. Press your sash with
an iron. Turn one raw edge of
your openings in and top-stitch
your sash. Place your sash in
the opening of the sides of the
waistband and pin in place.

Stitch the sides of the waist
band and trim off any excess
fabric. Top stitch the top of your
waistband and leave about 4cm
opening on your sides.
J K If you want to make this
skirt with a fully elasticated
waistband, you only need to
leave one side open for the
elastic. To make a flat front
and an elastic back, leave both
sides of the waist band open
4cm for your elastic to go
through. Run your elastic
through using a safety pin and
stitch in place. Try the skirt on
for size, tying the bow at the
back of the skirt, as illustrated.
Adjust as necessary. O

Top tip

This is a great project for
upcycling. Use strips cut
from old cotton bed linen
or shirts in any colour or
print combination
you like
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